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If you drive Suzuki, you’re at home  

everywhere:  

With sporty bikes for every surface and auto-

mobiles featuring the latest 4x4 technology,  

capable of taking you almost anywhere. And 

because there is so much to experience with 

Suzuki, naturally you also want to have the  

right gear and equipment for the job. From  

figure-hugging women’s tops to protective  

integral helmets, from the mouse soft toy to  

the all-weather jacket. Welcome to the world  

of Suzuki. Have fun!
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Fashion
Vintage

Automobile
The latest fashions in the style of 
the good old days. The Suzuki Vin-
tage look refreshes those happy 
memories while making sure you 
look the part.

�



1 Suzulight ladies hoodie
cotton, sizes: XS-XL 
Subject to prior sale

990F0-FLSW2-Size

2 Hamamatsu hoodie
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMSW1-Size

 
� Hamamatsu Bay T-shirt

cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMTS2-Size

21

4

�

4  Nippon hooded jacket
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMJC1-Size

 
5  Ladies racing jacket

cotton, figure-hugging, 
sizes: XS-XL 
Subject to prior sale

990F0-FLJC1-Size

5

�
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Vintage

Automobile

� Cap
cotton

990F0-FCAP�-000

 
� Cap

cotton

990F0-FCAP1-000 

 
8 Cap

cotton

990F0-FCAP2-000

�

�

8

5

9 Geisha ladies hoodie
cotton, sizes: XS-XL

990F0-FLSW1-Size

12

9

8



  

�

11       Hamamatsu ladies top
95% cotton / 5% elastane, 
figure-hugging, sizes: XS-XL

990F0-FLLS1-Size

 
12 Heritage T-Shirt 
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMTS�-Size

 
1�  Heritage ladies top
95% cotton / 5% elastane, 
figure-hugging, sizes: XS-XL

990F0-FLTP2-Size

1�

11

10

9

10 Beanie
cotton / mesh 

990F0-FBEAN-000
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14 Hamamatsu ladies top
95% cotton / 5% elastane, 
figure-hugging, sizes: XS-XL

990F0-FLTP1-Size

14

15

15 No. 55 ladies hoodie
cotton, figure-hugging, 
sizes: XS-XL

990F0-FLSW�-Size

10



Fashion
Vintage

Automobile
18 Samurai polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMPL1-Size

 
19 Hoodie
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMSW2-Size

18

1�

19

1� Hamamatsu polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMPL�-Size

 
1� Racing jacket
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMJC�-Size

1�

11
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21 Hamamatsu longsleeved top
wool, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMLG1-Size

20 Hamamatsu hooded jacket
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMJC2-Size

20

22 Polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMPL4-Size

 
2� Hamamatsu National polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMPL2-Size

Fashion
Vintage

22

2�

21

12
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25   Geisha ladies top
cotton, figure-hugging, 

sizes: XS-XL

990F0-FLTP�-Size

24  Hamamatsu T-shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FMTS1-Size

24

1�
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Motorbike



�

2 Heritage cap 
cotton, one size

990F0-FAS00-CAP

1 Neat jacket
cotton, figure-hugging, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FAS90-Size

1

15

2

� Jacket
leather, sizes: S-3XL 

990F0-FAS95-Size



4 Classic Racing T-shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FAS�0-Size

5 Passion ladies top
95% cotton / 5% elastane,  
figure-hugging, sizes: XS-XL

990F0-FAS50-Size

 
� Seca hoodie

cotton, sizes: S-3XL 

990F0-FAS80-Size

Fashion
Vintage 

Motorbike

5

�

4

1�



� Heritage polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FAS10-Size

�

1�



9 Longsleeve division
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FAS�0-Size

8 MX polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FAS05-Size

18

10

10 MX cap
cotton / mesh, one size, 

990F0-FAS05-CAP

11 MX hoodie 
cotton, sizes: S-3XL 

990F0-FAS85-Size

8

11

9



1� Power T-shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FAS40-Size

 
14 Racing garage shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-FAS20-Size

Fashion
Vintage 

Motorbike

1�

14

12

19

12 Angel ladies polo shirt
95% cotton / 5% elastane,  
figure-hugging, sizes: XS-XL

990F0-FAS�0-Size



 

Fashion
Kids

20

If daddy rides a Suzuki, junior 
won’t be satisfied with just any-
thing. Good taste runs in the 
family. Have fun in the nursery!



 

2

21

1 Comforter 
blue with S-Mark and  
red chain,  
polypropylene / silicone

990F0-MSILE-NCE

�

1

If daddy rides a Suzuki, junior 
won’t be satisfied with just any-
thing. Good taste runs in the 
family. Have fun in the nursery!

2 Baby and child’s T-shirt
cotton, red

Baby size: 12-18 months
990F0-BABY1-000 
 
Child size: 4-6 years
990F0-KIDS1-000 
 
Child size: 10-12 years 
990F0-KIDS2-000

� Team Suzuki kids T-shirt
cotton, 

Child size: 4-6 years
90F0-BLU�5-4U�

cotton, Child size: 6-8 years 
990F0-BLU�5-�U8
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8 Swift kids cap
cotton / mesh 
one size

990F0-SWF00-CAP

�

5

� Kiddy GSX-R bike
wood, 3-5 years  
Items available from  
April 2008 onwards.

990F0-KIDDI-MOT

2�

Fashion
Kids

4 Swift kids T-shirt  
Performance
cotton, Child size: 4-6 years

990F0-SWF0�-4U�

cotton, Child size: 6-8 years 

990F0-SWF0�-�U8

5 Team Suzuki teddy
plush 
blue, white

990F0-TEDDY-TEM

5 Rally teddy
plush 
black, white

990F0-TEDDY-RAL

4

� Swift kids’ longsleeve
cotton, Child size: 4-6 years

990F0-SWF05-4U�

cotton, Child size: 6-8 years

990F0-SWF05-�U8

�

8
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Swift



1 Swift Sport Polohemd
Polyester, atmungsaktiv, 
Größen: S-XXL, 
rot/schwarz

990F0-POLSP-Größe

25

Swift has an innately sporty look.  
If you want the outfit to match, 
here you go!: slip into the Original 
Swift Collection!

�

� Swift T-shirt 
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-SWF10-Size

1 Swift polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-SWF�0-Size

2 Swift ladies hoodie
”Where’d you go?”
cotton, sizes: XS-XL

990F0-SWF50-Size

2

1



2�



2�

4 Ladies T-shirt 
”Where’d you go?”
cotton, sizes: XS-XL

990F0-SWF�0-Size

5 Swift ”Way of Life” hoodie
cotton, size: S-3XL 

990F0-SWF40-Size

 
� Swift longsleeve

cotton, size: S-3XL

990F0-SWF20-Size

Fashion
Swift

5

�

4



Fashion
Marine

Suzuki outboard motors range  
from 2.5 to 300 hp in power. 
Here, we offer the right clothing 
to accompany them. Just the  
excuse you need to go for a 
quick burn-up …

28



Suzuki outboard motors range  
from 2.5 to 300 hp in power. 
Here, we offer the right clothing 
to accompany them. Just the  
excuse you need to go for a 
quick burn-up …

1

1 Multi-purpose jacket
with embroidered Marine-V� logo
Waterproof all-weather jacket 
with tuck-away hood, polyester,  
sizes: S-XXL

990F0-JACV�-Size

29
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B-King





Sport
Off-Road

The adventurous-minded love 
going off-road. And now you can 
look great when you do so.

�2



The adventurous-minded love 
going off-road. And now you can 
look great when you do so.

1 Adventure leisure jacket
cotton, detachable hood,  
sizes: S-3XL

990F0-OFJAC-Size

1

2

2 Belt
cotton, approx. 160 cm long  
and can be shortened

990F0-OFBLT-000

��



Sport
  Off-Road Items available from April 2008  

onwards.

4 Practical trousers
cotton,  
Light and breathable with  
zip-away option converting  
them to 3/4-length trousers, 
sizes: S-3XL 

990F0-OFPAN-Size

�

� Adventure T-shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-OFTSH-Size

�4

4



Items available from April 2008  
onwards.

�

5

5 Adventure ladies 
longsleeved top
cotton/elastane,  
sizes: XS-XL

990F0-OFLAD-Size

 
� Adventure cap

cotton

990F0-OFCAP-000

 
� Exploring Team shirt

cotton/polyester, 
sizes: S-3XL

990F0-OFSHT-Size

�5

�



Sport
Motorbike

With the Suzuki Collection for sports 
bikers you’re ideally equipped for 
any terrain. And one thing’s for sure: 
you’ve never negotiated those 
bends looking better. 

��



1 Biker backpack
The sophisticated carrier system designed specially for 
motorbike riders offers optimum support. Gone are the 
days of cramming things awkwardly into motorbike cloth-
ing. High wearing comfort even at high speed and with 
heavy loads. The biker backpack features an integrated 
rain hood, helmet net, bottle holder, mobile phone pocket, 
eyelets to let a cable through and inside pocket for inter-
com or MP3 player.

black/grey.

990D0-04129-000

1

2

4

2 Racing gloves
Perfect for all racing and sports leather combinations 
from Suzuki. The gloves are made from high-quality  
leather and feature hard carbon pads to protect the 
knuckles. The Carbon inserts over the fingers plus the  
linking elements between the little and ring fingers, and 
the Kevlar® inserts over the top and ball of the hand, all 
go to make these highly protective motorbike racing gloves.

blue/white/black, sizes: S-XXL

990F0-GLO10-Size

�

� Kidney belt
Windprotected and breathable, 
black, sizes: 
S (70-80 cm), M (80-90 cm),  
L (90-100 cm), XL (100-110 cm)

990F0-SBELT-Size

��

4 Racing gloves 
For description see 2,

black/grey, sizes: S-XXL

990F0-GLO20-Size



  

5 Suzuki GSX-R one-piece racing 
leathers
These exclusive Suzuki racing leathers  
are made of 1.2- to 1.4-mm-thick 
cowhide. The elastic textile inserts in the  
leg, groin and shoulder regions ensure 
maximum comfort, while the safety  
seams and detachable SaS-Tec-CE pro-
tectors on the elbows, knee, shoulders 
and back, along with the carbon fibre 
applications on the shoulders, elbows 
and knees, all provide ample protection. 
The leathers are also equipped with an 
aerodynamic back hump, and the front 
and rear airflow system ensures ade-
quate ventilation.

blue/white/black, Men’s sizes: 48-58

990F0-1PC10-0 and size

Sport
Motorbike

� Replacement knee sliders
Supplied as a set

990F0-SLIDE-SET

 
Knee slider cover pads
(no illustration)
Leather cover pads with velcro  
attachments for use, and is  
detachable if not being used.

990F0-COVER-PAD

�

5

�8



  

�

8

� Suzuki GSX-R two-piece sport  
leathers
The technical specifications are identical 
to those for the one-piece leathers.  
Jacket and trousers fasten together  
with a robust metal zip fastener. Jackets 
and trousers of different sizes may be 
combined.

blue/white/black, Men’s sizes: 48-60

Jacket: 990F0-JAC10-M and size 
Trousers: 990F0-PAN10-M and size

blue/white/black, Ladies sizes: 36-42

Jacket: 990F0-JAC10-L and size
Trousers: 990F0-PAN10-L and size

8 Suzuki two-piece sports leathers
The technical specifications are identical 
to those for the one-piece leathers.  
Jacket and trousers are fastened to- 
gether with a robust metal zip fastener.  
Jackets and trousers of different sizes 
may be combined. Also ideal for GSR, 
Bandit and SV riders.

black/grey, Men’s sizes: 48-60,

Jacket: 990F0-JAC20-M and size 
Trousers: 990F0-pan20-M and size

black/grey, Ladies sizes: 36-42

Jacket: 990F0-JAC20-L and size
Trousers: 990F0-PAN20-L and size

�9



  

Sport
Motorbike

9

10

9 Suzuki Dainese one-piece racing leathers
These Suzuki racing leathers are the result of an 
exclusive cooperation with Dainese. All technical 
features such as TECHNO protectors, Titan inserts 
on the shoulders and detachable elbow and knee 
protectors are made using the latest technology. 
Elastic D-Stone™ fabric inserts around the groin 
to ensure both excellent mobility and the neces-
sary breathability. The leathers also feature an  
aerodynamic anti-shock back hump, while the 
elastic fabric and leather inserts make the leathers 
extremely comfortable and well protected.

blue/white, Men’s sizes: 48-60

990F0-1PC20-0-Size

 
10 Dainese GSX-R leather jacket
The leather jacket with the GSX-R logo is equipped 
with elastic inserts and detachable composite 
protectors on the shoulders and elbows. It has 
two zip-up outside pockets and one inside pocket. 
There is also a detachable zip-up thermal lining.

blue/white, Men’s sizes: 48-60

990F0-DJA15-0-Size

40



  

1212

11 Suzuki Dainese leather jacket
The leather jacket with the Suzuki logo is fitted 
with elastic inserts and detachable composite  
protectors on the shoulders and elbows. It has  
two zip-up outside pockets and one inside pocket. 
There is also a detachable zip-up thermal lining.

black, Men’s sizes: 48-60

990F0-DJA25-0-Size

 
12 Suzuki Dainese two-piece sports leathers
Jacket and trousers are only available as a set. 
These two-piece Suzuki racing leathers combine 
everyday usability with a race-day feel. All technical 
features such as TECHNO protectors, Titan inserts 
on the shoulders and detachable elbow and knee 
protectors are made using the latest technology. 
Jacket and trousers fasten together with a robust 
metal zip fastener. The leathers also feature an  
aerodynamic anti-shock back hump, while the 
elastic fabric and leather inserts make the leathers 
extremely comfortable and well protected.

blue/white, Men’s sizes: 48-60

990F0-DCBLU-Size

black/grey, Men’s sizes: 48-60

990F0-DCBLK-Size

11

41



1� Touring jacket long 
14 Sport touring jacket short 
Fitted with outer material Airguard 500D and double material over 
the protectors in the area from the shoulders and elbows, you get a 
special double Dynax material for highest possible safety. The inlay 
with 210 T Taffeta with Suzuki label provides you together with a 
high-grade Z-Liner membrane (100% waterproof and breathable) 
a comfortable ride during the summer season. Air control system 
with two openings in front and rear helps you for cool climates. For 
the colder days you can use the attached microfibre neck warmer 
(included only by 990F0-STEX1-Size and 990F0-STEX2-Size). For a 
better perception, the jacket is fitted with 3M Scotchline in the back 
area. Not only is the double stitching, in same colour, a high safety 
relevant issue. The CE marked (EN1621-1 / EN1621-2) protectors 
for the shoulders, elbows and the not usual CE back protector will 
convince you with very high safety quality. For an individual fit, you 
can change the elbow protectors in two different positions. Stretch 
material in the inner side of the arm and also on the side of the 
jacket let you feel comfortable in every situation. Together with the 
special fitting Touring trousers (990F0-STEX4-Size) you can use the 
long connecting zipper for a perfect and comfortable ride. The jacket 
is also equipped with a short zipper to connect the trousers to other 
manufacturers.  

Touring jacket 
black/grey, sizes: XS-4XL

990F0-STEX1-Size

blue/white/black, sizes: XS-4XL

990F0-STEX2-Size

Sport touring jacket 
blue/white/black, sizes: XS-4XL

990F0-STEX�-Size

15 Neckwarmer
microfibre, 
included only by 990F0-STEX1-Size  
and 990F0-STEX2-Size 
black, one-size

990F0-SNECK-000

Sport
Motorbike

15

42

1�



1�  Touring trousers
Fitted with outer material Airguard 500D and double material (Dy-
nax) over the protectors. The inlay with 210 T Taffeta with Suzuki 
label provides you together with a high-grade Z-Liner membrane 
(100% waterproof and breathable) a comfortable ride during the 
summer season. We equipped the trousers with Alcantara© on 
the bottom to make sure that you don’t lose your riding position. 
Stretch material in the area of the groin and knees let you feel 
very comfortable in every situation. Air control system with two 
openings in front helps you stay cool on hot summer days. For a 
better perception the trousers is fitted with 3M Scotchline in the 
side area. Not only is the double stitching, in the same colour, a 
high safety relevant issue. The CE marked (EN1621-1) protectors 
for the knees will convince you with very high safety quality. Also, 
you have the possibility to change the knee protectors in two dif-
ferent positions. Together with the special fitting for both touring 
jackets (990F0-STEX1-Size / 990F0-STEX2-Size) and the sport 
jacket (990F0-STEX3-Size) you can use the long connecting zipper 
for a perfect and comfortable ride. The trousers is also equipped 
with a short zipper to connect jackets from other manufacturers. 

black, sizes: XS-4XL

990F0-STEX4-Size

1�

4�

1� Touring gloves
The outer material is a mix of cool 
leather (Goatnappa) and Airguard 
500D. For maximum safety, the glove 
is fitted with Keprotec and 3M  
pipping. The membrane is made  
of a Sympatex Z-Liner. Items  
available from April 2008 onwards.

blue, size: XS-XXL

990F0-STEX5-Size

black, size: XS-XXL

990F0-STEX�-Size

1�

14 14

1�
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18 Integral helmet
SHOEI XR 1000 with an exclusive GSX-R design. The helmet is  
ECE-22-05 tested and features detachable and washable cheek 
pads, a quick-change, anti-misting visor using the pinlock system, 
a double D-ring fastener and a spoiler for optimum aerodynamics. 
The external shell is made of fibreglass and multi-fibre.
sizes: XS-XL

With GSX-R logo  
blue/white

99000-�9N12-E-Size

Without GSX-R logo  
black/silver

990F0-�9N12-F-Size

18

Sport
Motorbike



19 Jet helmet
The Suzuki Jet helmet developed by  
HJC has a thermoplastic synthetic shell  
and a large visor, forehead ventilation,  
ECE-22-05 seal of approval, click fastener.

black matt, sizes: XS-XL
990D0-HEJTB-Size

45

Please note that the helmets  
are seasonal items. As a result, 
supply bottlenecks are possible  
in some sizes. For the latest  
information, please consult your 
Suzuki partner.

19



 

20 System helmet
The Suzuki System helmet, developed in cooper-
ation with HJC, has a fibreglass outer shell and a 
thermoplast and aluminium chin piece. It features 
a convenient system for opening the chin piece 
with one hand. ECE-22-05 seal of approval, was-
hable lining and a convenient key lock.

black, sizes: XS-XXL 

990D0-HEFUB-Size

Sport
Motorbike

4�

Spare visor (no illustration)
For integral and system helmets, 
does not fit GSX-R or Jet helmets.

mirrored blue
990D0-HEVIS-BLU

mirrored chrome 
990D0-HEVIS-SLV

smoke grey 
990D0-HEVIS-SMO

 
smoke grey with anti-misting 
990D0-HEVIS-ASM

clear 
990D0-HEVIS-CLR

clear with anti-misting 
990D0-HEVIS-ACL

Please note that the helmets are 
seasonal items. As a result, supply 
bottlenecks are possible in some 
sizes. For the latest information, 
please consult your Suzuki partner.

20
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21 Cruiser helmet
The Suzuki Cruiser helmet, developed  
in cooperation with HJC, has a fibreglass  
Kevlar® multi-fibre outer shell, and features 
Cool-Max lining, ECE-22-05 seal of approval  
and a convenient key lock. Integral and 
system helmets does not fit for Shoei or 
jet helmets.

black, sizes: XS-XXL

990D0-HEITB-Size

22 Motocross helmet
The Suzuki MX helmet, developed in  
cooperation with HJC, has a fibreglass  
outer shell. It features an anti-slip patch  
for the goggle strap, ECE-22-05 seal of  
approval, detachable and washable lining 
and a double D-ring fastener.

yellow/black, sizes: XS-XXL

990D0-HEFMX-Size

22

4�
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Don’t be scared to come into 
contact with a legend. This  
collection brings the Hayabusa 
myth close enough to touch.

Sport
Hayabusa
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2 Hayabusa jacket
cotton,  
Jacket is not for road use 
sizes: XS-3XL

990F0-HAY�0-Size

1 2

1 Hayabusa cap
cotton, one size

990F0-HAY00-CAP

4

�

4 Hayabusa polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-HAY20-Size

� Hayabusa T-shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-HAY10-Size



   

50

Sport
B-King

The installed accessoiries are currently in developement.
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1

1 B-KING leather jacket
The leather jacket with the Suzuki logo is  
fitted with elastic inserts and detachable  
composite protectors on the shoulders  
and elbows. It has two zip-up outside  
pockets and one inside pocket. There is  
also a detachable zip-up thermal lining.

Men’s sizes: 48-60, 
black/silver

990F0-DJA27-Size

2 B-KING leather belt
Leather belt, black, 4 cm wide,  
115 cm long, can be shortened  

to fit, B-King logo and  
Suzuki logo on the buckle.

990F0-LBELT-BKG

2



4 B-KING wristwatch
Chronograph, stainless steel,  

silver matte, quartz with date, 
carbon dial, stainless-steel 
strap, 24 mm, packaged in  

a metal tin.

990F0-WATCH-BKG

� B-KING dog tag

990F0-DOGTG-BKG

� B-KING thermos cup
Double-walled, unbreakable stainless steel,  
tightly fitting plastic lid with drinking spout; plastic  
insulated handle, non-slip bottom, holds about  
0.4 litres. Engraved with B-King logo.

990F0-ISCUP-BKG

8 B-KING polo shirt
cotton 
sizes: S-XXL

990F0-BKPOL-Size

Sport
B-King

�

52

4

8

5

� B-KING sunglasses
Sporty, trendy unisex sunglasses, lightweight,  
very comfortable, UV-protective glass.

990F0-SUNGL-BKG

5 B-KING glass cube
Optical glass cube with 3D-lasered 

B-King, 80 x 50 x 50 mm,  
packaged in black gift carton,  

2D-lasered B-King logo.

990F0-GLASQ-BKG

�

�



5�

10 B-KING ballpoint pen
Carbon fibre, retractable  

ballpoint pen with metal fittings in 
silver chrome, large-capacity blue 
cartridge, packaged in a silver tin.

990F0-PENCB-BKG

11

� B-KING sunglasses
Sporty, trendy unisex sunglasses, lightweight,  
very comfortable, UV-protective glass.

990F0-SUNGL-BKG

109

9 B-KING sticker set  
with � stickers
13 cm wide 
2 x 10 cm wide

990D0-2�H04-PAD

11 B-KING penknife
Two easy movements turn  
the classic penknife into an  
indispensable travel cutlery set.

990F0-KNIFE-BKG





Leisure
Blue

Yellow
Black

The season’s colours for Suzuki 
fans are Blue, Yellow and Black.  
Never has it been better to be seen 
in your true colours.



             

5�



             

Leisure
Blue  

Collection

5�

�

1 Unisex Team jacket
polyester, iPod®1-pocket, mobile 
phone pocket, detachable hood, 
sizes: XXS-3XL

990F0-BLU80-Size

2 Team cap 
cotton, one size

990F0-BLU00-CAP

1

1

2

 
� Team lanyard

PVC / metal, one size

990F0-BLU00-LAN

1iPod® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 
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5 Team men polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-BLU�0-Size

4

5

4 Team men T-shirt
cotton, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-BLU�0-Size



� Team ladies fleece
polyester/cotton, sizes: XS-M

990F0-BLU�0-Size

 
� Team longsleeved top

cotton, sizes: S-XXL

990F0-BLU4�-Size

 
8 Team all-weather jacket

Sturdy jacket with tuck-away hood in collar 
nylon, sizes: S-XXL

990F0-BLU10-Size

 
9 Team windbreaker

Waterproof, packs away in a bag, 
nylon, sizes: S-XXL

990F0-BLU50-Size

�

8

�

9
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Leisure
Blue  

Collection



             

10 Team shirt
cotton, sizes: XS-XXL

990F0-BLU15-Size

 
11 Team T-shirt
cotton, sizes: S-XXL

990F0-BLU45-Size

Leisure
Blue  

Collection

10

11

12

12 Team cap 
cotton, one size

990F0-CAP10-000

 
1� Team polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-XXL

990F0-BLU20-Size

1�

�0



             

18

15

1�

1� Team fleece
polyester/cotton, 
sizes: S-XXL 

990F0-BLU25-Size

14 Paddock shoes 
Comfortable suede training shoes, 
sizes: 36-45

990F0-BLU90-Size

 
15 Team ladies sports top
cotton/spandex, 
sizes: XS-M

990F0-BLU40-TOP

1�  Team ladies top
cotton/spandex, 
sizes: XS-M

990F0-BLU�5-Size

 
18 Team beanie

990F0-CAP20-000

1�

14

�1



 

Leisure
Yellow  

Collection

�2



 

�

1

5

2

4

�

��

1 Team all-weather jacket
Sturdy jacket with tuck-away  
hood in collar, nylon, 
sizes: S-XXL

990F0-YEL10-Size

 
2  Team cap

cotton, one size

990F0-CAP�0-000

 
MX Devil on Fire cap
Illustration left-hand page 
black

990F0-CAP40-000

 
�  Team fleece

polyester/cotton, 
sizes: S-XXL

990F0-YEL25-Size

4  Team polo shirt
cotton, sizes: S-XXL

990F0-YEL20-Size

 
5  Team T-shirt

cotton, sizes: S-XXL

990F0-YEL45-Size

 
�  Team shirt

cotton, sizes: XS-XXL

990F0-YEL15-Size

 
� Team ladies top

cotton/spandex, 
sizes: XS-M

990F0-YEL�5-Size

�



�4

Leisure
Black  

Collection



�5

1 Men parka
polyester, iPod®1-pocket, mobile phone 
pocket, detachable hood, detachable 
polar fur, 
brown, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-BLA80-Size

1

2 Scandinavian sweatshirt
acrylic, 
brown, sizes: S-3XL

990F0-BLA�0-Size

2

1

1iPod® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 



   

��

� Men sweatshirt
cotton, black 
sizes: S-3XL

990F0-BLA45-Size

Leisure
Black  

Collection

�



   

��

4

5

4 Unisex softshell jacket
polyester, waterproof / breathable up to 
3000 mm in water column tests, adjustable  
ventilation openings; can be combined with 
the unisex multifunctional windbreaker 
(990F0-BLA90-Size) via zip-in function.  
black, sizes: XS-3XL

 990F0-BLA�0-Size

5 Unisex multifunctional windbreaker
laminated teslan, waterproof / breathable  
up to 3000 mm in water column tests,  
adjustable ventilation openings; can be 
combined with the unisex softshell jacket 
(990F0-BLA70-Size) via zip-in function. 
black, sizes: XS-3XL

990F0-BLA90-Size



�8 8 Ladies polo shirt
95% cotton / 5% elastane, 
black, sizes: XS-XL

990F0-BLA05-Size

�

� Needle stripe cap
cotton, black 

one size

990F0-BLA00-CAP

9 Men shirt
cotton, black 
sizes: S-3XL

990F0-BLA�5-Size

9

8

Leisure
Black  

Collection

�

� Lanyard
PVC/metal, black 
one size

990F0-BLA00-LAN



�9
10 Men polo shirt
cotton, black 
sizes: S-3XL

990F0-BLA25-Size

9 10





Practical, protective, elegant, play-
ful and yet more. Over the following 
pages you’ll find many more items 
to make your life just a little more 
Suzuki.

More
Accessories 

Jewellery 
Model Cars



More
Accessories

�2



�

4

1

2

2 Travel holdall / sports bag
with ventilated shoe compartment,  
volume approx. 48 litres, silver/black

990F0-SPORT-BCK

 
� Trolley case 

High-quality hand luggage size aluminium case 
with integrated locking telescopic trolley system. 
Plenty of interior fittings and high-quality details. 
With double handle and roller wheels.

990F0-TROLL-000

 
4 Umbrella

Automatic mechanism, full size 
black

990F0-UMBRE-LLA

1 Backpack
with net pocket for mobile phone, 

rain protection and headphone 
output, silver/black

990F0-BACKP-ACK

5
5 Easy shopping bag

Can be hung to fit across the 
full width of a shopping trolley.

Rolled up, it is no bigger  
than a pocket umbrella. 

black

990F0-SHOPP-BCK 

��



 

More
Accessories

�

�

8

� Wristwatch 
Splash-proof stainless-steel case. White 
watch face, case and metal strap colour 
silver matt

990F0-WATCH-ME1

8 Sports wristwatch 
Splash-proof stainless-steel 

case. White watch face with PU 
strap, case colour silver

990F0-WATCH-ME2

� Wall-mounted clock
Synthetic case and glass,  

diameter approx. 31.5 cm,  
branded clockwork mechanism

 990F0-WATCH-WAL

�4

9 Toaster 
Burns the S-mark on your morning toast! 
Feel the great taste, 
white/red/blue

990F0-STOAS-TER

9



 

10 USB 2.0 stick 
1 GB memory, 

USB extension cable, 
blue/aluminium

990F0-USBST-1GB

10

12

1� 14

11 Plush S
red, plush approx. 35 cm

990F0-PLUSH-00S

12 Ladies wristwatch
Splash-proof stainless-steel case.  
White watch face and black leather 
strap, case colour silver

990F0-WATCH-LAD

14 Alpina sunglasses - Sporty
Sporty designer sunglasses with 
grey UV-protective ceramic glass.
Including high-quality, hard-shell 
case

990F0-SUNGL-005

1� Alpina sunglasses - Classic
Sporty classic sunglasses with  
grey UV-protective ceramic glass.
Including high-quality, hard-shell 
case.

990F0-SUNGL-004 

�5

15 Leatherman Blast
with Suzuki logo

990F0-LEATH-MAN

15

11



More
Accessories

1� GSR keyring

990F0-GSR00-KEY

1�

18 GSX-R �00 keyring

990F0-GSXR0-KEY

18

��

 
1� Splash keyring

990F0-SPLSH-KEY
1�



21 22

20

19

19 Grand Vitara keyring 

990F0-NGV00-KEY

 
20 SX4 keyring

990F0-99SX4-000

21 Swift keyring

990F0-RALLY-KEY

22 Swift keyring

990F0-SWIFT-KEY

��



�8

More  
Jewellery 

Leather, steel and silver - and  
a design as unmistakable as  
the S-Mark itself. Original Suzuki 
jewellery is tempting to give  
as a gift. To your loved ones.  
Or to yourself.



�9

1 Black leather bracelet  
with stainless-steel plate
Stainless steel, leather, 24 x 5 cm 

990F0-ARB0�-000

1

2 Brown leather bracelet  
with stainless-steel plate
Stainless steel, leather, 24 x 5 cm

990F0-ARB04-000

2

Leather, steel and silver - and  
a design as unmistakable as  
the S-Mark itself. Original Suzuki 
jewellery is tempting to give  
as a gift. To your loved ones.  
Or to yourself.
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� Pendant ”S” silver
Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CHA05-000
 
4 Pendant ”GSX-R” silver

Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CHA0�-000

� Charm bracelet
20 cm, Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CAR01-000

5 Pendant ”S” white
Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CHA0�-000

� Pendant ”Ignition Key” silver
Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CHA0�-000

4

�

5 �

�
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10 Ajustable chain  
for pendants  
60 cm, Sterling silver (925)

990F0-DKE�0-000 

More  
Jewellery 

10

9 Chain GSX-R pendant
Stainless steel incl. leather braid, 
42 cm long (adjustable)

990F0-ANH02-000

8 Charmholder
incl. textile braid
Sterling silver (925)

990F0-CRT01-000

11 Suzuki ”S” chain pendant
steel incl. leather braid,  
42 cm long (adjustable)

990F0-ANH01-000

9

8

11



More
Model Cars

82

For the child in you. Men, women 
and children alike will appreciate 
these high-quality Suzuki model 
cars. While stocks last.



1 Swift
bright red 

Scale 1:87
990E0-62J59-000 
Scale 1:43 (no ill.) 
990E0-62J71-000

8

1 2

6 7

2 Swift Rally
yellow 
Scale 1:43

99000-79N12-MNC

3 SX4
ocean light blue pearl metallic 
Scale 1:43

990E0-79J51-000

6 SX4
Sunlight copper pearl metallic 
Scale 1:87

990E0-79J45-000

7 Grand Vitara
Silky silver metallic 
Scale 1:87

990E0-65J26-000

8 Grand Vitara
bluish black 
Scale 1:43

990E0-65J27-000

3

4

4  Car transporter
Complete with three new Grand 
Vitaras, three Swifts and two SX4s 
Scale 1:87

990E0-65J78-000

83

5

7 SX4 WRC Concept
White/blue 
Scale 1:43

99000-990D8-SX4
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